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* ·NORMAN

CASSIDAY~~~~

GIVE A
GOOD BOOK
by Dorothy Lindeclzer

N

for Mother
for Sister
for Roommate
Pick a bag of genuine leather fit for an angel . . . .
black or brown in newest underarm
styles with a zipper top or a smart frame. Visit
Norman Cassiday's " Gift Heaven"
for a heavenly shopping spree.

NORMAN CASSIDAY,
720 Walnut Street

EW books furnish sparkling ideas for Christmas
gifts. Behind these bright jackets are pages full
of entertainment for everyone on yo ur Christmas list.
Emily Kimbrough, co-author of Our Hearts Were
Young and Gay, once again reminisces, this time to
tell the story of h er childhood in a small mid-western
town in the first decade of the century in H ow D ear to
My H eart (Dodd, Mead $2.50). Miss Kimbrough
touches h er recollections with laughter and merriment.
Those who are interested in clothes will di scover
untold secrets in Beryl ·w illiams' Fashion Is Our Business (Lippincott $2). This is a n up-to-elate book not
only about fashion but also about the fashion creators
who d esign our clothes today.
An excellent addition to Dad's bookshelf is Pine,
Stream and Prairie (Knopf $3.50) , by James Gray.
This moving narrative tells how the people of \ 1\Tisconscin and Minnesota work, think, create, play and
argue.
Kumar Gosha!, in Th e People of India (Sheridan
$3) breaks down common misconceptions about India
and. explains many of their customs which have long
been a mystery to us. H e brings us closer to this
country about which we know so little.
A realistic analysis of the situation in which
each of the major countries found itself as the war
drew to a close is presented b y \1\Tilliam B. Ziff in The
Gentlemen Talk of Peace (Macmillan $3). Mr. Ziff,
long familiar with military and international affairs,
attempts to give the public an overall picture of the
world today with the dangers and contradictions it
holds for the peace of tomorrow.
Endless hours of enjoyment for a younger brother
are in the pages of Edwin \1\Tay Teale's Dune Boy
(Dodd, Mead $3) . Laid in the Indiana clune country,
the story of a boy naturalist unfolds against a background of humorous incidents and a deep understanding of human nature.
Mother, or another enthusiastic cook on your gift
list, will find dozens of n ew and unusual recipes in
H erman Smith's Kit chens Near and Far (Barrows $2).
Woven into this unusual collection is the story of the
far lands and strange ships from which they were
collected .
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